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By David Moody

GRIFFIN, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. A
bastard hybrid of War of the Worlds and Night of the Living Dead, the Autumn series chronicles the
struggle survivors are forced to contend with in a world torn apart by a deadly disease. 99 of the
population of the planet has been killed in less than 24 hours. Animated by phase two of some
unknown contagion, the dead begin to rise. At first slow, blind, dumb and lumbering, the bodies
soon regain their most basic senses and abilities--sight, hearing, locomotion--as well as the instinct
toward aggression and violence. Held back only by the restraints of their rapidly decomposing flesh,
the dead seem to have only one single goal--to lumber forth and destroy the sole remaining
attraction in the silent, lifeless world: those who have survived the plague, who now find
themselves outnumbered 1,000,000 to 1. In Autumn: Purification, the heroes from the original
Autumn novel and Autumn: The City work together to survive in this horrifying new world. Without
ever using the Z word, the Autumn series offers a new perspective on the traditional zombie story.
There s no flesh eating, no fast-moving corpses, no...
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This kind of pdf is every little thing and made me seeking ahead of time plus more. It generally will not price excessive. You will not truly feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Dr. Rosie Kuphal-- Dr. Rosie Kuphal

The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Alice Cremin-- Alice Cremin
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